
REALIGNING CONVENTIONAL 
ROUTS OF TRANSMISSION; 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE
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Summary
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Current standard and transmission-based precautions are in 
place moreso for patient infection prevention than occupational
infection prevention

Focus is on preventing healthcare associated infections (HAIs) 
not occupationally acquired infections (OAIs)

Guidance overlooks contact and aerosol precautions for risk of 
exposure from patient to worker

Need better controls for worker protection in healthcare



Exposure Risk
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More occupational illnesses and infections in 
healthcare than in any other industry (BLS 2018)

82% of all blood and body fluid exposures are 
mucocutaneous (EPINet 2018)

Of those only 63.5% of employees indicate they 
are wearing PPE during the incident

57.6% to eyes, 6.4% wearing eye protection



Current Infection Prevention Focus
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Transmission-based and standard precautions (CDC, HICPAC, 
APIC, SHEA) all focused on preventing transmission of 
microorganisms from worker, environment, instruments, patient 
care items TO PATIENT

Prevention of Healthcare Associated Infections (HAIs); 
nosocomial



Methods
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PubMed, Google Scholar search

Conventional and alternative transmission routes for infectious 
diseases at risk of causing occupationally acquired infections (OAIs)

Contact, droplet, airborne | discrepancies in mechanisms as we see 
today with SARS-CoV-2

Large versus small particles; hang in air and settle or travel long 
distances?

Droplet precautions; faceshields, respirators, masks?



Alternative Paradigms
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Direct, indirect, droplet Rather than contact, droplet, 
airborne(Brune, Edling)

Aerosol Rather than droplet and airborne 
(Jones, Brosseau)

Proposal is to reject particle 
size and distance, rather  
focusing on exposure hazards

Contact 
(mucocutaneous, percutaneous)
Aerosol (infectious particles in air)



Simplification of Controls for OAIs
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Contact and Aerosols

Based on Routes and Risks of Exposures

Based on Hazard Assessment of Procedures, Processes

Based on Hierarchy of Controls

Not specific transmission routes of myriad of microorganisms

Less distraction about whether pathogens can or will survive at whatever 
particle size in droplets, aerosolized, direct, indirect, etc.
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